Corners are available in all colors and shapes.

Stones in photos have been field-trimmed. Depending on preference, more or less trimming may be required to achieve the desired look.

Natural stone varies in color, veining, and pattern from piece to piece. STONEYARD® is not responsible for photos used in color literature, on websites, or in emails to accurately reflect actual material. Photos are used to create a general idea or feel for the material and cannot be used for color matching.

*This product is HCA (Harsh Climate Approved). It has been subjected to numerous freeze-thaw cycles and can withstand the harshest climates (both hot and cold). Perfect for interior and exterior use in any region including applications below grade. Also suitable for use in water features, near salt water, and in areas where blowing sand is a concern. Visit www.stoneyard.com/hca for more details.

FOR PRICING
Call 978.742.9800
or Email sales@stoneyard.com
At STONEYARD® we pride ourselves in crafting all-natural, 100% real, thin stone veneer. We take America’s oldest building material and sort, split, and cut it for use in modern-day architecture and design. Thin stone veneer is used for homes, offices, hardscapes, landscaping, or any other project that demands the finest wall covering.